
WORD OF TRUTH 
WORLD TV EVANGELISM 

 

From 2012 to the middle of 2015, prior to the upgrade to satellite, it was estimated that our TV 
program has 100 million viewers within the confines of India. Last year on the satellite 
capabilities were tested and tried for a few months and finally our program went on air through 
satellite on December 3rd 2015 for the first time.       
 Since then the TV channel claims to have a coverage depicted in the above photo of “C-
Band Landmass Beam.” We continued to use satellite capabilities for our TV program in 
furthering the Gospel. Our viewership has skyrocketed from 100 million in the past literally to 
billions of population currently. In July 2016, we tried a live call-in session for an hour and we 
received calls from various countries in the world. As of today, we have contacts in many 
countries around the world that we are trying to follow up. Contacts in countries outside India 
are from Sri Lanka; Singapore; Bangladesh; Pakistan; Malaysia; Australia; New Zealand; Many 
middle-eastern countries; African countries etc.       



 My Dad and I are primarily preaching through this avenue of outreach but there are many 
who are involved in making this a great success in reaching out and bringing many thousands of 
souls to the salvation that is available only in our Lord Jesus. Our lessons are presented in 
English and local Indian languages due to our extended viewership in and outside India.  

AN EXAMPLE OF SUCCESS 

Here is an example of the success that the Lord has blessed this TV evangelism.  

 

The man holding the boy was the preacher of an independent Pentecostal church and he was the 
first to be converted after watching our TV program for several months. He in turn baptized 25 
of his members. They have a church building and simply changed the name to church of Christ. 
This is just one example of the good that is being done in the Kingdom of our Lord.  

THE RIGOROUS FOLLOW UP 

The follow up of all the contacts we are generating through is a massive effort in and itself. If the 
contacts are in areas where there are churches of Christ, we are putting them in touch with the 
church there. If the contacts are in areas where there are no churches of Christ, our Preacher 
Training program students are engaged in the follow up process. If these contacts are within 
reasonable traveling distances, we travel to study with them and do everything to bring them to 
the knowledge of the Truth. Recently a group of our students traveled 7 hours on a weekend to 
follow up on a family who were interested in studying the Bible. In case of those outside of India 
and without any churches of Christ around them, we are still in the process of exploring every 
possibility to keep the doors open. We would welcome any thoughts in this regard.  

WAYS TO HELP 

1. Cost per month is $ 7,000.00 
2. Need travel expenses for follow up on contacts within India 
3. Need printed material – Bibles, tracts, booklets for our contacts 


